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          Plaber Group

          Plaber started up in 2006 with the production of highly protective resin cases under the HPRC® brand | High performance resin cases. Driven by our long track record and a firm and deep resolve to meet all needs for safe transport and become a benchmark company in the sector, we are always seeking to develop cutting-edge solutions that never compromise on impeccable design. We create all sort of transport and storage solutions, from hard cases to carts and containers, that are the most flexible on the market and fully customizable according to our customers’ requirements.
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                HPRC

              
              HPRC cases  used  worldwide  by  professionals  to protect  and  carry  every  kind  of  gear  and equipment: photography, industrial, military, nautical, police and many others. HPRC provide total protection to the equipment inside them against dust, water, impacts and corrosion for chemical agents.

              hprc.it
            
 
          

          
            
              
                Conecarts ®

              
              ConeCarts®, High Performance Multipurpose Carts, are designed and produced entirely in Italy and guaranteed for 10 years. Not just carts. Handling, protection and storage solutions, with an elegant and distinctive design in which attention to detail, functionality and maximum reliability are essential. 

              conecarts.com
            

          

          
            
              
                Alstora

              
              Alstora Protective Storage Boxes is synonymous for totally safe storage in all situations and fields: Industrial | Logistics, Home | Garage, Pets | Gardening, Outdoor Living | Sports and many more. High-impact resistant, weather/dust and dirt resistant as well as mould/parasite and smell-safe.

              alstora.com
            

          

        

      

      


      
        
          
            Distributed Brands

          

        

        
          
            
              
                Bronkey

              
              Plaber Srl is the official worldwide distributor for Bronkey. Conceived and designed by and for photographers, Bronkey products understand and cater to the needs of professionals. Today, Handmade Bronkey Premium Goods is an international registered brand focused on making high-quality products for photographers with distributors and retail stores around the globe.

              bronkey.com
            

          

        

      

      


      
        
          
            Affiliated Company

          

        

        
          
            
              
                Plastmeccanica

              
              Plastmeccanica was founded in 1967 with the aim of designing, making moulds and producing thermoplastic material products. Since then, the acquired expertise and know-how allows Plastmeccanica to be considered one of the trustiest suppliers. Its proactive approach concretizes in the assumption of total responsibility for the projects and their management as prime contractor, covering most of the product sectors that use plastic products. 

              plastmeccanica.com
            
 
          

        

      
    

    
      
        
          If you have any queries, please contact Plaber: info@plaber.com

        

        
          follow us:
          	Facebook
	Instagram
	Linkedin


        

        
          Via Div. Tridentina, 10 - I-36061 Bassano Del Grappa (VI) - Italy - P.IVA 03312270246

        

      

    

    
    
    
    
    
  